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Abstract

 

Since the beginning of  the 

 



 

s, historical institutionalism has emerged as one of  the most
influential theoretical perspectives in social policy studies. Although their work is insightful, most
institutionalist scholars tend to relegate policy ideas to the back of  their theoretical constructions
dealing with welfare state development. The objective of  this paper is to show how institutionalist
scholarship can pay greater attention to ideational processes without abandoning its core assump-
tions about the structuring impact of  political institutions and policy legacies on welfare state
development. If  institutions truly influence policy-making, policy ideas matter in and beyond the
agenda-setting process. Related to existing policy legacies, perceived problems mesh with policy
alternatives grounded in a specific paradigm. When stressing the need to reform, and promoting new
alternatives, policy entrepreneurs draw on existing ideological repertoires to frame these alternatives.
The ability to successfully frame policy alternatives can become a decisive aspect of  the policy
process. A discussion of  recent European and North American policy debates illustrates these claims.
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Since the beginning of  the 

 



 

s, historical institutionalism has emerged as
one of  the most influential theoretical perspectives in political analysis and
policy studies. This is especially true in the field of  social policy research,
where students of  welfare state politics have frequently cited and debated the
contributions of  Paul Pierson (

 



 

) and Theda Skocpol (

 



 

), among others.
Historical institutionalism is based on the assumption that a historically
constructed set of  institutional constraints and policy feedbacks structures the
behaviour of  political actors and interest groups during the policy-making
process (Immergut 

 



 

). Although their work is insightful, most institution-
alist scholars tend to relegate policy ideas to the back of  their theoretical
constructions dealing with welfare state politics (Merrien 

 



 

). Certainly, a
number of  institutionalist authors studying the welfare state deal with policy
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ideas in their empirical studies. For example, agenda-setting processes are
prominently featured in Kent Weaver’s 

 

Ending Welfare as We Know It

 

 (

 



 

).
To a certain extent, historical institutionalism is more receptive to the study
of  ideational processes than other theoretical approaches (i.e. neo-Marxism,
rational choice theory). The problem underlined here concerns the rather
inadequate theoretical discussion about policy ideas in the historical institution-
alist literature about the welfare state. In a recent review of  the US literature
on social policy, for example, institutionalist scholar Edwin Amenta and his
collaborators do not even mention the possible role of  ideas in social policy
reform (Amenta 

 

et al.

 

 

 



 

). This lack of  theoretical interest in the role of
ideas is problematic because paying equal attention to ideas and institutions
is necessary for the analysis of  policy change (Lieberman 

 



 

). Yet stating
such a general truth is not sufficient to address the theoretical limitations of
historical institutionalism: researchers should put together a coherent model
aimed at understanding the specific role of  policy ideas while acknowledging
the impact of  policy legacies and formal political institutions. Through this
paper, the term “policy idea” refers to specific policy alternatives (for example,
personal savings accounts) as well as the organized principles and causal
beliefs in which these proposals are embedded (for example, neo-liberalism).

The main objective of  this paper is to explore in a detailed manner the
theoretical tools that may help institutionalist researchers and other social
scientists better understand how and when ideas matter in welfare state
politics.

 

1

 

 Although this paper deals specifically with social policy issues, it
could also be useful to scholars studying other policy areas. Still, the argu-
ment here does not oppose ideational approaches and institutional ones.
Instead, it shows that the careful study of  policy ideas is compatible with
historical institutionalism’s basic assumptions concerning political structures.
Studying policy ideas is crucial to understanding both the construction of
reform imperatives (Cox 

 



 

) and the content of  social legislation (Béland
and Hacker 

 



 

). Ideational forces can become an independent variable
that must be understood within specific institutional arrangements.

After a brief  presentation of  historical institutionalism, I identify the limits
of  this approach as related to the impact of  ideational processes on policy-
making. This discussion leads to the formulation of  a coherent theoretical
understanding of  policy ideas grounded in a critical assessment of  John W.
Kingdon’s seminal agenda-setting theory. Policy alternatives seeking the
attention of  policy-makers are doubly embedded. First, these alternatives (i.e.
applied policy ideas ready for legislative consideration) are rooted in policy
paradigms (i.e. coherent sets of  principles and causal beliefs) that constitute
“road maps” (Goldstein and Keohane 

 



 

) for experts and policy-makers.
Second, experts and political actors frame these alternatives in ways that
could increase their popular support, before and even after their enactment.
The process of  framing consequently transcends the boundaries of  agenda-
setting, as it is associated with relatively stable ideological repertoires. Polit-
ical actors draw on such repertoires to construct frames aimed at convincing
the population to support the policy alternatives they put forward. If  policy
alternatives are applied ideas embedded within more general assumptions
that form a policy paradigm, ideological frames are not policy ideas, in the
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precise sense of  the term, but the discourse surrounding debated alternatives.
In order to clarify the meaning of  the present contribution, the final section
raises key methodological and theoretical issues stemming from the debate
over the impact of  policy ideas on the welfare state. Through this exploratory
paper, European and North American cases are discussed briefly in order to
illustrate the main theoretical insights.

 

Historical Institutionalism

 

Imagined as an alternative to neo-Marxist and culturalist approaches, histor-
ical institutionalism is grounded in the assumption that political institutions
and previously enacted public policies structure the political behaviour of
bureaucrats, elected officials and interest groups during the policy-making
process: “This approach views the polity as the primary locus for action,
yet understands political activities, whether carried by politicians or by social
groups, as conditioned by institutional configurations of  governments and
political party systems” (Skocpol 

 



 

: 

 



 

).

 

2

 

 Political institutions create con-
straints and opportunities for those involved in policy-making ( Immergut

 



 

; Orloff  

 



 

; Thelen 

 

et al.

 

 

 



 

; Weaver and Rockman 

 



 

).
While recognizing the relative autonomy of  political actors from social and

economic forces, institutionalist scholars analyse how institutions have an
impact on political behaviour and strategies. For example, Ellen M. Immergut’s
study of  the politics of  health care reform in France, Switzerland and Sweden
shows that the structure of  the Swiss federal system reinforces the political
influence of  Swiss physicians: they can oppose legislation more easily than
their equally well-organized colleagues in France and Sweden ( Immergut

 



 

). Institutionalist scholars interested in social policy reform and welfare
state development have also formulated the concept of  policy feedback
to point out the structuring impact of  previously enacted measures on policy-
making. Such a concept refers to the political constraints and opportunities
generated by well-established programmes. In his work on the “new politics
of  the welfare state”, for example, Paul Pierson (

 



 

) describes how large
social programmes enacted during the postwar era have created vested inter-
ests and “armies of  beneficiaries” that generally prevent widespread explicit
attacks against the welfare state. Facing political risks linked to these institu-
tionalized interests, elected politicians must adopt blame-avoidance strategies
to implement cutbacks without losing too much political capital and electoral
support (Weaver 

 



 

). These strategies favour the reproduction of  estab-
lished institutional logics, referred to as path dependence (Mahoney 

 



 

;
Pierson 

 



 

). Arguments concerning policy feedbacks and path dependence
lead to the idea that the “historical sequence” of  political decisions structures
political battles over social policy (Hacker 

 



 

). In recent years, some insti-
tutionalist scholars have also argued that private welfare institutions create
vested interests that produce new constraints and reinforce the path-dependent
logic of  welfare state development (Béland and Hacker 

 



 

; Hacker 

 



 

).
Overall, historical institutionalism acknowledges the undeniable weight of
economic and demographic transformations while arguing that existing insti-
tutions and policy legacies mediate their impact on welfare state development.
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The work of  scholars like Immergut and Pierson illustrates the vital con-
tribution of  historical institutionalism to the political and sociological under-
standing of  welfare state development. As noted by Elisabeth Clemens and
James Cook, however, the expansion of  institutional research in the social
sciences has created new theoretical puzzles: “Insofar as institutional argu-
ments maintain that variation and change are minimized, those same argu-
ments are ill-suited to the explanation of  change” (

 



 

: 

 



 

). According to
these authors, a more subtle vision of  institutional structuring is needed to
explain how social and political change comes about. From their perspective,
there are three possible sources of  institutional change: (

 



 

) the mutability of
institutional rules and models; (

 



 

) the power of  internal contradictions that
undermine institutional reproduction; and (

 



 

) the cohabitation of  competing
institutional models and behavioural patterns (

 



 

: 

 



 

–

 



 

). Institutional
reproduction requires a certain dose of  organizational complexity and sup-
pleness that breeds change in some specific social and political contexts. As
recent reforms have altered welfare states in a more significant manner than
the now classical path-dependence argument would suggest (Cox 

 



 

;
Jenson 

 



 

; Palier and Bonoli 

 



 

; Schmidt 

 



 

a, 

 



 

b), the problem of
explaining policy change from an institutionalist standpoint seems essential.

However, even such a flexible vision of  institutional patterns cannot allow
historical institutionalism to explain fully the specific content of  key political
decisions that shape social policy outcomes. Because historical institution-
alist researchers tend to downplay the influence of  ideas on policy-making,
mainstream historical institutionalism is excellent for explaining how insti-
tutions create obstacles and opportunities for reform; however, it cannot shine
a satisfactory light on the policy ideas that influence legislative decisions
(Béland and Hacker 

 



 

). To understand the meaning and the scope of
policy choices, these researchers must bring policy ideas to the centre of  their
theoretical framework.

Among the theoretical tools associated with historical institutionalism, the
concept of  social learning is the one that favours the most direct reference
to the role of  ideas in policy-making. According to Hugh Heclo, “policy-
making is a form of  collective puzzlement on society’s behalf; it entails both
deciding and knowing”. In this context, “policy invariably builds on policy,
either in moving forward with what has been inherited, or amending it, or
repudiating it” (Heclo 

 



 

: 

 



 

). For this author, the assessment of  previ-
ously enacted measures and their socio-economic consequences impacts on
policy decisions. More precisely, the concept of  social learning contains three
main elements:

The first is the presence of  intellectual machinations as components of
the policy process . . . The second element is the reaction to previous
policy: a process of  learning may be said to occur when policy makers
respond to the failures of  a past policy, draw lessons from that experi-
ence and incorporate these into the making of  new policy. Finally, the
model reserves a central place for experts specializing in specific policy
areas and working in relative autonomy from politicians and social pres-
sures. (King and Hansen 

 



 

: 

 



 

)
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The traditional concept of  social learning does not capture the constant
struggle between ideological models and policy understandings that make
political actors draw different lessons from previously enacted policies
(Béland and Hacker 

 



 

; King and Hansen 

 



 

). A less rationalistic, more
political vision of  social learning is necessary to shed new light on welfare
state development.

Beyond social learning, most institutionalist scholars writing about social
policy have done little to integrate the analysis of  policy ideas with their
theoretical framework. If  these scholars occasionally take ideas into account
in their empirical studies, they fail to provide other scholars with theoretical
assessments concerning political struggles over ideas. A look at Theda
Skocpol’s famous 

 

Protecting Soldiers and Mothers

 

 illustrates this problem:
although this well-known author discusses the idea of  a “matriarchal welfare
state”, her theoretical model leaves relatively little room for a systematic
analysis of  policy ideas (Skocpol 

 



 

). The same remark applies to Pierson’s
account of  the “new politics of  the welfare state”, which tends to reduce the
role of  ideas to calculus and electoral strategies (Pierson ). As opposed
to those interested in welfare state politics, institutionalist researchers study-
ing economic policy have formally attempted to bring ideas into historical
institutionalism’s theoretical landscape. In Politics and Jobs, for example,
Margaret Weir explores the way in which “American political institutions have
influenced the range of  ideas that have been considered in national policy
about employment” (Weir : ). According to her, two essential features
of  the American polity shape the politics of  ideas: “The first is the relative
openness of  the federal government to new ideas; the second is the limited
capacity of  the government to serve as a site for the production of  ideas
about employment” (: –). She also explores the specific role of
actors and institutions involved in the production—and the dissemination—
of  ideas.

Peter Hall’s work on economic policy in France and the United Kingdom
is another stimulating contribution to the debate concerning the interaction
between ideas and institutional politics. For Hall (: ), the concept of
social learning is not sufficient to understand the role ideas play in policy-
making. In order to fill this theoretical gap, he introduces the concept of
policy paradigm, which refers to “a framework of  ideas and standards that
specifies not only the goals of  policy and kind of  instruments that can be used
to attain them, but also the very nature of  the problems they are meant to
be addressing” (: ). Both technical and ideological in content, para-
digms constitute the pragmatic “world view” of  bureaucrats, policy experts
and elected politicians who struggle within institutional structures. Further-
more, “paradigm shifts” explain path-altering transformations, which Hall
labels “third order change”. These shifts are related to social learning pro-
cesses: “Like scientific paradigm, a policy paradigm can be threatened by
the appearance of  anomalies, namely by developments that are not fully com-
prehensible, even as puzzles, within the terms of  the paradigm” (ibid.). Such
an analogy between scientific and policy paradigms is problematic because,
as mentioned above, ideological conflicts shape the social learning process
itself  (King and Hansen ). Moreover, Hall’s model does not take into
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account how policy ideas are framed to appeal to the public (Campbell
). It seems appropriate to put forward a more comprehensive theoretical
perspective concerning the relationship between ideas, institutions and
policy-making.

How Policy Ideas Matter

An interesting starting point for the elaboration of  a coherent theoretical
framework concerning the impact of  policy ideas is John W. Kingdon’s
agenda-setting theory.3 Although distinct from historical institutionalism,
this theory can provide institutionalist scholars with insights about the spe-
cific role of  policy ideas in policy-making. Drawing on Kingdon’s distinction
between agendas and alternatives, this section identifies actors and ideational
processes present at different stages of  the policy-making process. Defining
these processes in a rigorous manner is crucial in order to avoid vague
statements about ideas that have long discredited ideational theories
(Berman ).

The concept of  agenda refers to “the list of  subjects or problems to which
governmental officials, and people outside of  government closely associated
with those officials, are paying some serious attention at any given time”
(Kingdon : ). Consequently, agenda-setting is the process that narrows
the “set of  conceivable subjects to the set that actually becomes the focus of
attention” (ibid.). Starting from this definition, we need to take into account
the well-known distinction between public and policy agendas. If  public
agenda generally refers to the interaction between public opinion and issue
salience in the media, policy agenda concerns the problems policy-makers
themselves perceive as significant at a specific moment in time (Soroka :
–). Although public and policy agendas are related, we should acknow-
ledge their relative autonomy. Kingdon essentially looks at the policy agenda,
which explains why students of  policy-making tend to draw on his work (for
example, Hacker ).

In his work, agenda refers to a cluster of  issues considered as the “pressing
problems of  the moment”, and alternatives represent the policy options
available to solve these problems (Kingdon : ). Agendas and alterna-
tives are the product of  the interaction between three autonomous streams
through which social and political actors mobilize in order to promote
specific issues or policy options. A critical examination of  these three ele-
ments—problem, policy and political streams—will lead to a broader
discussion concerning the relations between ideas and institutions in policy-
making. Furthermore, this discussion will show that policy alternatives are
rooted in specific policy paradigms, and that political actors frame these
alternatives in order to sell them to the public while constructing the need
to reform.

Problem stream: agendas

The first element of  Kingdon’s model is the problem stream. It refers to the
selection of  issues that are considered significant social and economic problems.
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Potentially relevant issues are numerous, yet the state cannot address all of
them at once. If  many issues die away because attention fades, some prob-
lems are of  a cyclical nature and tend to correct themselves over time (:
). Because policy-makers can only focus on a few core issues simultane-
ously, the political construction and selection of  the problems on the agenda
constitute a key phase of  the policy-making process. As a result, beliefs about
what are the most pressing problems of  the day must be taken into account
in the study of  social policy reform.

Bureaucrats, elected politicians and the public generally become aware
of  socially constructed economic and social problems through statistical indi-
cators, spectacular “focusing events”, or feedback effects from previously
enacted policies (: –). If  statistical indicators represent the various
measurements of  economic and social conditions (growth rates, unemploy-
ment rates, poverty rates), focusing events refer to dramatic episodes that
attract media attention such as natural catastrophes or unexpected political
developments. For example, in , the surprising election to the Senate of
Harris Wofford, a Democratic (Pennsylvania) candidate campaigning in
favour of  universal health insurance, was the focusing event that convinced
many US federal officials to seriously address the issue of  health care reform
(Hacker ).

Finally, feedback effects from existing policies can take the form of  com-
plaints about the functioning of  these programmes and their perceived socio-
economic impact. From an institutionalist viewpoint, the problems on the
policy agendas are frequently constructed through social learning processes
discussed above. Furthermore, as Peter Hall and others have argued, prin-
ciples and causal beliefs embedded in specific policy paradigms shape most if
not all learning processes. Consequently, the autonomy of  the three streams
is probably more limited than Kingdon would argue: “a historical perspec-
tive shows that these streams are linked in important ways over time. Policies
from an earlier period can affect each of  these streams at a later time. The
conception of  what the problems are and how they should be defined very
often depends on previous policies, which establish some groups as authori-
tative voices in a particular field and make other perspectives less credible”
(Weir : ). While avoiding rigid historical determinism, scholars could
benefit from studying the three streams from a long-term historical perspec-
tive. Although autonomous, the problem stream itself  is at least partly struc-
tured by existing policy legacies.

A fine example of  the impact of  policy legacies on the problem stream is
the debate over “social exclusion” in France during the s and s. At
the time, endemic long-term unemployment and social exclusion appeared
in part as a feedback effect of  that country’s social insurance system and
labour market policies that had emerged decades earlier (Béland and Hansen
). Another example of  the relationship between policy legacies and the
problem stream is the debate concerning social assistance reform in the
United States between the late s and the enactment of  the  Personal
Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act. Because US social
assistance benefits had targeted single parents since the Progressive Era
(Skocpol ), the debate focused on single mothers and family structure,
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issues that proved less central in Canada and in most Western European
countries. As these two examples show, the construction of  social problems
and policy issues within the problem stream is frequently related to long-
term institutional legacies.

Policy stream: alternatives and paradigms

The policy stream gathers together policy experts working for academic
institutions, governmental agencies and interest groups. Involved in a “policy
community” related to a specific policy area (for example, health care), these
actors frame alternatives and legislative proposals that stew in what Kingdon
calls a “policy primeval soup”, which contains many policy ideas floating
around that “combine with one another in various ways” (Kingdon :
). Rejecting rationalistic visions of  policy-making, which would start from
the assumption that policy ideas always emerge as responses to well-known
problems, he states that some experts and interest groups can promote a
policy alternative in the absence of  a clear problem to solve. Moreover, a
policy solution designed as a response to a particular problem can actually
get attached to another problem if  needed.

Against the impression that policy ideas have little consistency, it must be
stressed that most alternatives are grounded in a policy paradigm, which
constitutes the structured intellectual background of  policy decisions. These
paradigms serve as “road maps” to experts and policy-makers by providing
them with a relatively coherent set of  assumptions about the functioning of
economic, political and social institutions. For that reason, actors who share
the same paradigm “will make similar choices over time, even as the envi-
ronment changes” (Berman : ). Far from being purely cognitive,
paradigms are inherently normative and programmatic: they help policy-
makers decide how to reform existing programmes, or to create new ones. If
“general paradigms” concerning gender roles or economic regulation impact
on political decisions across policy areas, “sectoral paradigms” belong to
a specific policy area (Merrien ). Sectoral paradigms are frequently
embedded within a general paradigm.

Although they can integrate the state bureaucracy, these sectoral para-
digms frequently emerge in the “parapolitical sphere”, located at the inter-
stices of  business, government and academia (Horne ). Because national
institutions and policy settings shape the role of  policy experts, the para-
political sphere is organized differently from one country to another. In the
United States, their actions are institutionalized through the establishment of
“think tanks” and academic “research institutes”, which are generally auto-
nomous from political parties and the state (McGann and Weaver ). Yet,
in other countries, political institutions structure the production of  expertise
and policy paradigms. In France, for example, many policy experts work for
the CNRS (Centre National de Recherche Scientifique), a large, state-financed
research institute and a governmental cabinet ministériel also performs tasks
generally associated with think tanks (Gaffney ). Moreover, state capaci-
ties and administrative structures frame the action of  bureaucrats in charge
of  policy design (Skocpol ). Policy ideas and political institutions interact
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within and outside of  state boundaries, and paradigms are institutionalized
through policy implementation and formal social learning processes like
commissions and expert panels. At a deeper level, a country’s political insti-
tutions (for example, the level of  territorial decentralization) can also shape
the way policy-makers construct, perceive and select debated policy alternatives
(Dobbin ). But policy networks transcend national boundaries, which
allow specific alternatives and paradigms to spread at the international level.
In order to understand the policy stream better, scholars should then take
into account the international circulation of  policy ideas. For example, in the
field of  social assistance and employment policy, there is strong evidence that
policy ideas about workfare emanating from the US had an impact on British
New Labour’s activation programmes for the unemployed (Daguerre ).
In recent years, scholars have also underlined the role of  international organ-
izations like the World Bank in the propagation of  policy ideas (Merrien
). These remarks should not obscure the fact that national cultural repre-
sentations and institutional legacies restrict the transferability of  policy ideas
from one country to another (Schmidt b: ; see also Katzenstein ).

Finally, alternatives and paradigms have a dialogical nature: each of  them
exists only in opposition to other policy ideas available in a particular policy
environment at a precise moment in time. On the one hand, policy entre-
preneurs supporting new alternatives not only depict them in a manner that
appeals to the public, but also attempt to undermine public support for
existing programmes. On the other hand, if  new policy ideas become popu-
lar, those committed to established alternatives and paradigms either inte-
grate them into their frameworks or justify their exclusion.

The content of  the debate over “Social Security reform” in the USA
during the second half  of  the s illustrates the dialogical nature of  alter-
native formation. On the one hand, US experts and politicians supporting
“Social Security reform”—the shift from pay-as-you-go old-age insurance to
forced savings—argued that the federal old-age insurance programme con-
stituted a “bad deal” for current and future workers. According to them,
population ageing will take enormous fiscal resources away from young and
future adults. This represented an attempt to undermine the political support
for the existing federal old-age insurance programme. On the other hand,
excellent stock-market performances, the growth of  private savings schemes,
and the growing public profile of  discourse over “Social Security reform”
encouraged those who opposed this policy alternative to support the invest-
ment of  social security surpluses in equity. Because it proved difficult to resist
the financial logic in the context of  booming stock-market performances, this
form of  investment appeared as a suitable way to benefit from financial
returns without embracing a risky privatization of  old-age insurance (Béland
and Waddan ).

Political stream: frames and policy entrepreneurs

If  policy experts constantly discuss suitable alternatives within their policy
communities, their proposals need to be associated with a problem perceived
as significant in order to reach the policy agenda. Yet this is possible only if
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these proposals receive the direct backing of  a major political advocate. Con-
sequently, what is occurring within the political stream is crucial in deter-
mining policy outcomes. Among the factors that set down this third stream
are electoral results, pressures from interest groups, and the perceived state
of  public opinion. The election of  a new government or the emergence of  a
powerful interest group can reshape the policy agenda and help push new
policy ideas to the centre of  the political debate. During these moments of
political opportunity, policy entrepreneurs are instrumental in bringing
together their own favoured solutions with a recognized social or economic
problem. Policy entrepreneurs favour the convergence of  the three streams
necessary to the legislative triumph of  their policy ideas (Kingdon : ).

The role of  policy entrepreneurs underlines the relationship between
timing, policy ideas, strategic interests, and political institutions in policy-
making. First, as suggested above, in order to affect political decisions and
become institutionally embedded, policy ideas need the support of  powerful
actors that have an interest in promoting them (Goldstein and Keohane
: ). Without such support, policy ideas cannot find their way to the
legislative arena: “Ideas are out there and they have an impact on politics
only when seized upon by political actors and through this process find an
entry point into politics” (Hansen and King : ). Although policy ideas
rarely constitute a mere reflection of  existing strategic interests, they have
little policy influence if  no powerful actor—individual or collective—emerges
to promote them. Second, formal political institutions largely determine which
actors are in a strong position to campaign for a policy alternative on the
legislative agenda. From this perspective, it is important to take into account
cross-national institutional differences in order to understand who the
influential policy entrepreneurs are (Schmidt a). Third, the moment at
which a policy entrepreneur attempts to promote a policy alternative is cru-
cial in determining its level of  political influence. A policy alternative popular
under particular economic and political conditions may become far less
acceptable if  these conditions change over time. For example, the advent of
the Nazi regime in s Germany reduced the legitimacy of  eugenic policy
alternatives that had been increasingly popular in Western Europe and
North America since the late nineteenth century (Hansen and King ).

Policy entrepreneurs succeed in imposing certain policy ideas partly
because they appeal to the public through the mobilization of  political
symbols ever-present in the shared ideological repertoires available in their
society. The concept of  repertoire refers to a relatively coherent set of  cultural
symbols and political representations mobilized during policy debates to
frame the issues and shape public opinion (Marx Ferree ). During legis-
lative debates as well as after the enactment of  particular measures, policy-
makers must justify their political and technical choices. In this context,
policy actors need “symbols and concepts with which to frame solutions to
policy problems in normatively acceptable terms through transposition and
bricolage” (Campbell : ). In France, for example, references to the
concepts of  citizenship and solidarity central to the French Republican tra-
dition justified the enactment of  major social policy reforms during the s
and s (Béland and Hansen ).
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Drawing from existing ideological repertoires, elected politicians legitimize
their programmes in order to reduce political risks or claim credit for their
potentially positive social and economic consequences. Ideological frames
“appear typically in the public pronouncements of  policy-makers and their
aides, such as sound bites, campaign speeches, press releases, and other very
public statements designed to muster public support for policy proposals”
(Campbell : ). The framing process is indeed a strategic and deliber-
ate activity aimed at generating public support for specific policy ideas.
Moreover, the capacity to communicate ideological frames to the targeted
audience is essential to experts and political actors who seek to legitimize
existing policy decisions (: ). In a sense, the need for policy-makers
to frame issues using culturally accepted repertoires shows that “public
opinion matters” (Burstein ). Frequently, these frames take the form of  “policy
lessons” aimed at convincing the population to support a specific policy
alternative. As noted above, frames are not policy ideas in the strict sense of
the term: they constitute a discourse that helps political actors sell policy
choices to the public.

Like policy alternatives and paradigms, frames are dialogical in nature:
they anticipate what potential opponents could say to undermine the support
for specific policy alternatives. From this perspective, frames have a pre-
ventive component, in the sense that those involved in policy debates fre-
quently mobilize them in order to shield their policy proposals from criticism.
Frames can take the form of  “strategic misconceptions” that mask the actual
functioning—or the negative consequences—of  specific public policies. The
postwar discourse of  the US Social Security Administration—misleadingly—
depicting the federal old-age insurance programme as a quasi-savings
scheme is an example of  “strategic misconception” related to the framing
process (Derthick ). Policy-makers can also frame policy alternatives in
a manner that hides their actual departure from a well-accepted paradigm.
For example, Swedish politicians refer to social democracy in order to legit-
imize reform options that have little to do with the core assumptions of  this
global paradigm (Cox ).

More importantly, ideological framing contributes to “the social construc-
tion of  the need to reform”. “In a political environment the advocates of
reform need to employ strategies to overcome the scepticism of  others and
persuade them of  the importance of  reform. In other words, they must create
a discourse that changes the collective understanding of  the welfare state,
because doing so ‘shapes the path’ necessary to enact reform” (Cox :
). When supporting significant changes, policy entrepreneurs have to
justify the need to reform but, simultaneously, shake up the existing “policy
monopoly” (Baumgartner and Jones ) that favours the reproduction of
previously enacted measures through institutional inertia and ideological
justification. For example, publications like Charles Murray’s Losing Ground
() played a significant role in justifying the radical reform of  the US
federal social assistance system enacted in . Conservatives like Murray
described Democrats who opposed the shift from welfare to workfare (work-
for-welfare) and time limits as blind ideologues unable to realize how un-
reasonable and perverse federal social assistance programmes were (Somers and
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Block, forthcoming). In the United Kingdom, Margaret Thatcher’s discourse
about the need to “end the dependency culture” proved effective during
her first term as prime minister. Although institutional inertia did not allow
her government to “dismantle the welfare state” (Pierson ), the conse-
quences of  the conservative reforms in labour relations and housing policy,
for example, proved extremely significant. According to Vivian Schmidt,
Thatcher’s superior capacity to justify the need to reform explains why her
neo-liberal campaign was more successful than the one launched more
recently in New Zealand, a country where governing politicians failed
to build a coherent and stable discourse to construct genuine neo-liberal imper-
atives that could convince the population to support their reform projects
(Schmidt a). Robert Cox () develops a similar argument in order to
explain why Germany, and not Denmark and the Netherlands, failed to
implement massive social policy reforms during the s. For him, govern-
ing German politicians, as opposed to their Danish and Dutch colleagues,
failed to adequately construct the need to reform the welfare state. It is only
recently that the German government enacted a substantial reform agenda.

The ability to frame a policy programme in a politically—and culturally—
acceptable and desirable manner is a key factor that can help explain why
some policy alternatives triumph over others and why elected officials decide
to “do something” in the first place. Additional factors include support from
key political constituencies, technical feasibility in the context of  established
policy frameworks, and the relative simplicity of  the policy ideas themselves
—very complex policy ideas are difficult to explain to the public and even
to elected officials themselves. The fate of  President Clinton’s complicated
Health Security proposal of   provides ground to this claim. Because the
plan seemed both ambiguous and difficult to explain to the public, Republicans
found it easier to dismiss it and turn interest groups and the electorate
against the Clinton administration (Skocpol ).

The political arena is a structured arena of  conflict in which ideological
frames form “weapons of  mass persuasion” related to existing social and
institutional forces. In such a constraining environment, political actors must
master the institutional “rules of  the game” while manipulating the symbols
available in existing ideological repertoires. Their behaviour reflects idea-
tional and institutional structures that create political obstacles as well as
opportunities for reform. Although experts, public intellectuals, and political
actors draw on existing cultural symbols, they can use them—or combine
them—in original ways. As students of  social movements have shown, fram-
ing is a dynamic and potentially innovative process (McAdam et al. ). In
postwar Canada, for example, Québécois political leaders mobilized a nation-
alist rhetoric to oppose centralizing welfare state development before using
the very same rhetoric to justify the enactment of  progressive social pro-
grammes in the province of  Québec (Béland and Lecours, forthcoming).

Paving the way for future research

In order to pave the way for future research concerning the relationship
between policy ideas and social policy, I would like to suggest a few cautionary
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remarks about the role of  policy ideas in welfare state development. First,
policy ideas discussed in this paper are not necessarily confined to social
policy debates; some alternatives and paradigms are influential across policy
areas. The same remark applies to framing processes, which can impact on
many policy areas simultaneously. Yet we could argue that, considering the
large constituencies tied to modern social programmes, framing is especially
crucial in welfare state politics. Because politicians willing to impose un-
popular measures have to make constant efforts to avoid blame and justify
the need to reform, frames have become even more central under the current
“new politics of  the welfare state”. To simultaneously impose pain and avoid
blame, policy-makers must rely on frames that could convince the population
to accept potentially unpopular reforms.

Second, the arguments put forward in this paper do not constitute an
alternative to historical institutionalism, or even a fundamental challenge to
Pierson’s argument about path dependence (, ). Institutional pro-
cesses tend to reproduce themselves over time, and drastic change is rare, at
least in well-established policy areas where large constituencies have emerged.
Even in these areas, path-departing change remains possible. In some cases,
a policy sector may witness the emergence of  path-departing logics that are
not the direct product of  the “external shocks” Pierson () sees as the
main source of  large-scale institutional change. Scholars have shown that
“third-order change” can occur if  a paradigm shift takes place (Hall ), if
the accumulation of  incremental reforms slowly alters the institutional logic
of  existing policies (Palier and Bonoli ), and/or if  power-holders are
successful in constructing the need to reform that would legitimize path-
departing reforms (Cox ). In this paper, I only argue that ideational
forces can either favour significant policy change or reinforce existing institu-
tional paths through the reproduction of  a dominant paradigm and the
production of  frames justifying existing policy arrangements. More research
is necessary to understand both institutional stability and institutional trans-
formation, and a discussion about ideational processes should contribute to
that task.

A more careful study of  ideational processes can shed new light on crucial
empirical puzzles that traditional historical institutionalism is unable to solve
alone. For example, why are some issues becoming important for policy-
makers while others are not even considered by them? The answer to this
question lies in the study of  the policy agenda and its change over time. How
can scholars explain the content of  specific social legislation? Although the
study of  institutional “veto points” and policy legacies can sometimes answer
this question, the discussion above suggests that policy paradigms guide
policy-makers in a way that is not reducible to institutional constraints.
Shared economic and technical beliefs also influence the policy-making pro-
cess. Finally, why do public views on particular policy issues change over
time, sometimes in a shift way? Beyond broad changes in cultural values,
economic structures and family relations, the way these issues are con-
structed in the political discourse may alter the manner in which people look
at them. Overall, taking policy ideas seriously provides at least partial
answers to the above questions.
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Third, I recognize that ideational processes are not always decisive for
explaining policy outcomes. For example, some policy processes dealing with
highly technical matters may not involve much framing activity. Further-
more, political institutions influence the way frames and policy ideas (i.e.
alternatives and paradigms) affect political debates. According to Schmidt,
single-actor systems such as the United Kingdom and New Zealand, in
which politicians take the main policy decisions, favour the domination of
“communicative discourse” (frames) over “coordinative discourse” (para-
digms). Inversely, multi-actor institutional systems like the Netherlands and
Germany, in which politicians must seek agreements with “social partners”,
favour the domination of  “coordinative discourse” over “communicative dis-
course” because government officials have to convince labour and union
officials to embrace their policy objectives before launching any reform
(Schmidt b). Although framing is probably more essential in multi-actor
systems than Schmidt acknowledges (Cox ), her typology provides more
ground to a central claim formulated in this paper: policy ideas and political
institutions constitute analytically distinct levels of  reality that intersect and
impact on one another.

Finally, future empirical research on the role of  ideas in social policy
should seek to formulate a consistent methodological approach to evaluate
the concrete influence of  ideas on welfare state politics. For Berman (:
), scholars have to address four questions in order to demonstrate that
ideas, far from being purely epiphenomenal entities, can constitute an inde-
pendent variable in the study of  politics:

. Are there real differences between the ideas held by different indi-
viduals or groups, and do they imply different policy choices on the part
of  those who hold them? . Is it possible to establish a plausible connec-
tion between these differences and the decisions made by political
actors? . Did the relevant ideas predate the decisions being explained?
. Is it possible to deduce the specific content of  the ideas from know-
ledge of  some other observable variable in the system at the time the
decision was made?

Although these questions apply more to policy paradigms than to ideological
frames, they can help in understanding the tasks necessary to demonstrate that
policy ideas can shape particular legislative outcomes. Tracing the influence
of  policy ideas is possible; yet, because “smoking guns” are uncommon in
ideational analysis, a cautious approach is needed in order to distinguish
between types of  policy ideas, and their concrete effects on policy-making
and welfare state development. Because empirical evidence varies from one
type of  policy idea to another, data generation must take into account the
distinction between alternatives and paradigms, and the one between these
two types of  policy ideas and ideological frames, i.e. discourses that help
policy-makers sell policy alternatives to the public. For example, public
opinion data may prove useful to evaluate the influence of  framing activities
on the electorate, yet they cannot contribute that much to our understanding
of  policy paradigms shared by experts and policy-makers. A careful and
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selective use of  textual documents, public opinion surveys, and interviews
with experts and policy-makers helps to provide evidence about the causal
role of  frames and policy ideas in legislative and policy processes. Consider-
ing significant ideational and institutional variations from one country to
another, comparative analysis is especially useful to showing how and when
ideas matter in politics (Cox ; Berman ; Hansen and King ;
Schmidt a, b).

Conclusion

This paper is a systematic attempt to bring policy ideas to the centre of  the
historical institutionalist framework when dealing with welfare state politics,
while preserving the basic assumptions of  historical institutionalism. To
achieve this I have stressed the crucial role of  agenda-setting and argued that
policy alternatives are grounded in constraining policy paradigms, and that
political actors seek to frame alternatives in a coherent manner in order to
sell them to the public. More specifically, policy entrepreneurs constantly
stress the need to reform existing policies when promoting alternatives at
odds with the current institutional order.

It is suggested that these distinctions will contribute to a better under-
standing of  how policy ideas have an impact on welfare state reforms. Fre-
quently related to institutional feedback effects and the formation of
interests, policy ideas represent a significant yet multifaceted factor that
requires a comprehensive framework in order to reveal its enduring impact
on policy-making and welfare state development. More research is needed to
map the complex interaction between policy ideas, vested interests and polit-
ical institutions during all stages of  the policy-making process. Theoretical
constructions only provide scholars with a starting point that should inform
future empirical analysis.

Notes

A previous version of  this paper was presented at the Annual Meeting of  the Amer-
ican Political Science Association (Chicago, September ). The author wishes to
thank Karen Anderson, John Baldock, Fred Block, Angela Kempf, Desmond King,
Jill Quadagno, Kent Weaver, Toshimitsu Shinkawa, and two anonymous referees for
their comments.
. For an interesting overview of  the literature on ideas and public policy, see

Campbell ().
. According to Peter Hall and Rosemary Taylor (), there are three types of

institutionalism: historical, sociological and rational choice. Although these
approaches share some basic assumptions, they form three distinct perspectives on
politics and policy. This paper deals only with historical institutionalism, which is
at the centre of  current theoretical debates concerning welfare state politics. For
a critical review of  the literature on welfare state development, see Myles and
Quadagno ().

. Since the s, agenda-setting studies have investigated the interaction between
media, public opinion, and policy-makers to explain why public issues rise and fall
in importance over time (Soroka : ).
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